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Dota 2 hero build guide

If the player from the Guide nominated a hero, you’ll see it highlighted. That’s why we’re happy to announce that we’ve made Guides available for every player in every match! Lone Druid is a first-class hero on STRATZIntroducing the new Match Focus page! From now on, every hero from every match played in the world will generate their own
person Guide, available both within their match, or by modifying the URL from the Guide page to include the target player and match id.For the first time ever, every match you play will generate a complete Guide for you from every player! Compare your decisions with the best players in the world to help refine your strategy and timings, or build a
catalogue of Guides from friends or players you follow to undercover the secret sauce behind their Dota greatness! There are tons of new possibilities, and we can’t wait to hear how you use these previously unimagined Guide features in fun and creative ways! Enjoy.Think you’ve got what it takes to join the STRATZ team? Notice the link to the match
page in the top right corner of the page. Here you can explore previews of the most recent Guides from almost every hero. We include only players and matches with Immortal rankings to ensure that every Guide is generated from the highest quality public match possible. You’ll also see the order and specific timing of those significant purchases.The
Guide wraps up by show the post-game stats that were achieved by the hero. This is a fun way of gaining a sense of the strength of each hero in the current meta — the more often a hero’s performance yields a very high IMP in Immortal matches, the higher that hero’s listing will be.Scrolling down the Guides page is a fun way to discover successful
builds that you’d like to explore further. For example, you can use the filters at the top of the page to look at only specific positions, or look for Guides generated from professional players. Imagine you had 5 best heroes – it could boost your MMR rank to the moon and back! Learn to play the Dota 2 Hero Roles:report this ad Check out a new guide
for your favorite hero now!Hero Guides are among the most sought after resources for learning Dota 2. We’ll be adding additional filter and sorting options in the future.Each preview shows a significant amount of information from the match, including the position, player, duration, faction, k/d/a, team compositions (top radiant, bottom dire, heroes
from position 1 through 5 in order), ﬁrst 6 ability selections, and the hero’s inventory at the end of the match, with purchase timestamps.Once you’ve previewed a Guide that you want to learn more about, just click the card to move to the Guide page…Behold, the new STRATZ Guide experience ☀The new Hero Guide page is our attempt at creating a
simultaneously simple yet comprehensive resource for all of the information you need to be able to learn from and replicate the most dominant performances with any hero in the game. Remember, IMP is designed to evaluate each individual performance’s contribution to their team’s win rate probability, so these matches are from only the best of the
best.We only include legitimate victorious ranked matches to ensure that users can have confidence that their Guides are built from reliable sources. “Best heroes” often have a high impact on a match and can win the game even if it’s getting hard and tricky. And of course, if you want to use your favorite item with a new hero, you can look for Guides
that include it. You can use the Slider under the inventory view to playback the state of the hero’s inventory by minute, just like on the match page.Note: we’re aware that the new 7.28 items aren’t showing in the “Significant Item” listings at this time. If you already know which heroes you’re interesting in learning about, you can use the search filter
seen above to quickly find the Guides you’re looking for. Clicking on a Guide Preview will take you directly to that Guide page, or you can click the “See all guides” button below the Guide Preview to open all promoted Guides for that hero.Here’s an example, looking at Hoodwink’s Guides page.See how the best players are winning with
Hoodwink!Once you’ve opened up the Guides page for the hero you’re interested in, the Guide Preview cards really come to life. This information can be used to easily compare a wide range of interesting choices, and is perfect for helping you find Guides that best fight your playstyle. Follow us on Medium, Twitter, or Facebook to get a new Supdate
most Fridays! If you want to get more involved, join us on Discord! It’s the culmination of everything we’ve always wanted to have available in other Dota Guides, but found lacking. Following that you’ll find concise-yet-detailed insight into the ability, talent, and item decisions made by the player during the game. There are several stats shown here,
and most include the difference between the average performance achieved by this hero by this time in an Immortal match (actually the specs are more highly tuned even than that), so you can easily see what sort of performance was anticipated, and how much more successful the player had been playing with this Guide.The Guides that we promote
on STRATZ are reliable resources for gaining invaluable insight into the current stat of the meta from the best players in the world. 23 Votes In this section players present their best and most played Dota 2 hero of all time to show their individual playstyle! The focus is 100% on the personal attitude and player insights why they go mad for that hero
and how they release the ultimate power!Everyone of us has a best hero – which one is your best hero? Dozens of popular guides exist in the client for item and ability builds, and numerous guides, coaching sessions (both live and recorded), tutorials, and walkthroughs exist across the web to offer insight into the most powerful ways to play each hero.
A hotfix for this is incoming, and doesn’t affect the rest of the inventory views on each Guide.Continuing down the page you’ll find a complete Match Recap, beginning with ban nominations from each team. Alongside this view, you’ll find the complete draft, again highlighting the player’s pick phase and faction.From here on out, the page tells the
Guide’s story in chronological order from the beginning of the match. Or you can quickly review ally and enemy heroes, to see how counters and synergies can be exploited. You can also go directly to the player’s profile page by clicking on their name or avatar.Under that you’ll find the Summary Row, complete with match ID, position played, faction,
match duration, and how long ago the match was finished. Our new Guides are selected using the following qualifications:Player must be Immortal and have a public accountHero must achieve +50 IMP (Individual Match Performance) or aboveMatch must end in victory, have an average player skill tier of Immortal, be no greater than 14 days old, and
be from ranked all-pick matchmakingMust be from a STRATZ-certified legitimate match, which means no smurfs, feeding, afk’ing, abandons, bots, item abuse, or other toxic behaviorOur selection criteria is very delibrate. Finally, regeneration items that were purchased by the hero during the laning stage are shown, which give insight into the cost of
sustaining lane dominance in this matchup.Each 10 minute interval thereafter, from 20 through 50 minutes, shows the change in K/D/A that occurred during that interval, and shows each significant item that was purchased during that time. Heroes are required to achieve at least a +50 IMP in order to show only truly outstanding performances. The
hero’s starting items and the positions of each hero are shown first, followed by the location and planter of each ward that was on the map by the end of the first minute.Next, the Guide is broken up into 10 minute intervals, highlighting the decisions that were made in each period of time. This continues up until 50 minutes, if the match lasted that
long.Check out the Lone Druid Guides to see how we’ve given special attention to this unusual hero and his Spirit Bear.The first 10 minute interval is aptly named Laning. We’re looking for a new Machine Learning Developer!Enjoy keeping up with what’s happening at STRATZ? Sadly, these resources are often outdated, time-intensive, expensive, or
poorly managed. While it’s no guarantee, this timeline helps ensure that the vast majority of promoted Guides’ replays can still be reviewed live in-game.Let’s take a look at some of the new pages! The new Guides page is a window into the hundreds of currently promoted STRATZ Hero GuidesThe new Guides experience begins with the Guides
Overview page. Smurfs aren’t permitted in Guide matches because they can provide false positives and negatives with regards to match outcomes — increase loss probability when they’re an underpowered smurf, and increase win probability when they’re an overpowered smurf.The reason that we don’t allow for Guides to remain promoted for
greater than 14 days is both to minimize resources being listed from a stale meta, and importantly, because Valve appears to consistently make match replay files downloadable from the client for at least 14 days. This view is unique to laning, and helps to capture the outcome of this crucial phase of the game. Each Preview is designed to make it as
easy as possible for you to compare player decisions, outcomes, and situations. However, we know that some players will want to explore outside of confines of our curated library. These stats, along with the inventory snapshot, are shown in every 10 minute interval section. If no player has met the promotional Guide criteria in the last 2 weeks for
any given hero, there will be no Guides shown.Heroes are sorted by the number of Guides that are currently available for that Hero. We hope you love it and use it to great success! Every Guide begins by introducing the hero, player, and match from which it was generated. But it doesn’t have to be that way.Introducing STRATZ Hero Guies — the only
Dota 2 guides that are always up to date, always free, easy to use, and provide comprehensive access into player decisions from the draft through the GGs!These new Guides follow a strict selection criteria that occurs automatically as part of the final STRATZ match parsing stage. In the middle of the Laning section you can see the hero’s lane match
up, along with a net worth chart showing how each hero faired in that lane. This section shows the inventory of the hero at 10 minutes, along with their stats, including level, K/D/A, GPM/XPM, and last hits and deny count.
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